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Abstract 
 
As part of its statewide wellhead protection program, the Indiana Department of Environmental 
Management (IDEM) desired to evaluate the aquifer vulnerability for wellhead areas within the 
state of Indiana. This desire was the result of the need to satisfy the requirements of the Source 
Water Assessment Plan for the State of Indiana, which set as one of it’s goals, the need for such 
an evaluation in order to aid the State in future planning and prioritization activities.  This paper 
describes the aquifer vulnerability analysis protocol that was developed to assess the 
vulnerability of drinking water supplies to pollutant releases within wellhead protection areas.  
The protocol is based on information already contained in each public drinking water supply’s 
Wellhead Protection Plans (WHPs) submitted to the State. This protocol includes the use of an 
Aquifer Vulnerability Index (AVI) that relates to the geologic, hydrogeologic and pollutant 
source conditions present in the wellfield and an Aquifer Vulnerability Matrix, which provides 
low, moderate and high classification ranges for expected wellfield conditions.  The protocol has 
proven to be a valuable tool for providing an objective, semi-quantitative relative ranking system 
for aquifer vulnerability.  
 

Introduction 
 

Concern for aquifer vulnerability to near-surface chemical releases from human activity has been 
a topic of interest since efforts to improve the siting of landfills in the early 1980s prompted 
regional scale evaluations by federal and state geologic surveys and local planners.  Within the 
last ten years, as Wellhead Protection Plans (WPPs) have been developed by small to large size 
municipalities and utilities, the susceptibility of aquifers to various land development activities 
and point sources of contamination has again received increased attention.  The need for the 
development of wellhead protection education programs for residents and businesses located in 
wellfields has also prompted a review of aquifer systems by many states and cities, with an eye 
toward allocation of appropriate budgets and resources to focus on those areas with the highest 
potential for chemical impacts.  As such, the development of a simple, yet scientifically-based 
methodology for providing a relative ranking of wellfield vulnerability is again of current 
interest. The use of such a protocol in the statewide prioritization of wellhead management plan 
implementation also allows for the development of more effective contingency plans, especially 
when considering alternate short- and long-term drinking water supplies for those systems that 
are the most vulnerable. 
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Aquifer Vulnerability Protocol 
 

The vulnerability analysis of a Community Public Water Supply System (CPWSS) can be 
conducted considering the following wellhead factors: 
 

1. Hydrologic and hydrogeologic conditions:  The degree of protection from fine-grained 
geologic barriers above the pumping well screen (i.e., the presence/absence and thickness 
of fine-grained sediments). 

2. Potential contaminant sources (PSCs):  number (and proximity) of PSCs within the 
delineated wellhead area (determined herein to be within the 5-year time of travel (TOT) 
zone) 

3. Categories/types of contaminants: distribution of type of contaminant source 
classifications within the delineated area. 

 
The following steps have been developed for incorporating this type of available information 
into a system for evaluating aquifer vulnerability:  
 
Step 1: Review the geological and hydrogeological data (vicinity well logs; geologic maps) 
provided in the WHPPs to obtain information regarding the distribution and thickness of 
geologic barriers above the supply well screens (factor 1). 
 
Step 2: Review the PSC inventories, the landuse and PSC maps for information summarizing the 
number and proximity of the PSC (factor 2) for each of the wellhead protection areas.  
 
Step 3: Review the PSC inventories specifically for information on the categories of 
contaminants (factor 3) and rank the contaminant categories using Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Contaminant Categories in a Wellfield   

Cho:::mic::.I m::an1Jf::act1Jro:::, w::.ro:::hoOJ::::ing 

Elo:::ct rk::il ::ind do:::ctronk prod1Jct:::: 
::indm::in1Jh<:t1Jring 

Ekctrop l::iting ::ind mo:::t::i l hbrk::iti o n 

F o1Jnd::.rio::::::: 

M::,,::hino::: ::and mo:::t::il working ,::hop,:: 

M::.r.1Jh<:t1Jrir,g ::and di::::trib1Jtion of 
d c::.n inci ,::ypp1ie:::: 

Mining 

Po:::trolc1Jm prod1Jction ::ind ::::tor::.gc 
::ind di::::trib1Jtion <:o:::nto:::r:::: 

Pipeline:::: ( e.g. oil, g::i::::, co::i l, :::: IOJrry) 

So::: pt::.gc l::.goon,:: ::and ,::l1Jdgc 

Sto r::.gc T::.nk :::: (::ib0Yc·gr o1Jnd, 
b c low·gro 1Jnd,1Jndcr gro 1Jnd) 

T o xk ::ind h::.;:::irdoOJ:::: ::::pill:::: 

'w'cll,::-opc::.rting ::ind ::ib::indoncd 
(e.g. oil, g::.,::, w::.tcr ,::ypply, 
injection, monitoring ::ind 
exolor::.tion1 
'w'ood pr c,::crYing h,:ilitic,:: 

Notes: 

Co••e.-ci~I (2) 

Airport:::: 

AOJto rep::iir ::::hop,:: 

Bo::.t y::.rd:::: 

Con,::tr1Jction ::irc::i,:: 

C::.rw::i,::hc,:: 

Ccmcterie,:: 

Dryde::iningc,::t::,bli ,:: hmcnt,:: 

Ed1J c::a tio n::i l in::: tit1Jtio n,:: ( e.g. l::.b,:: , 
l::.wn ,:: ::ind chemk::.I ::: t o r::iqc ::arc::,,:: 

G::,,:: ::::t::ition:::: 

Golf co1Jr:::: c:::: ( chc mk::.I ::ipplk::ition) 

Jewelry ::and mo:::t::.I pl::iting 

L::.1Jndrom::.t:::: 

Mo:::dk::illn::::titYtion:::: 

P::iint :::hop ::: 

Photogr::iphy c:::: t::ibli ,::hment,::lprint cr,:: 

R::.ilro::.dtr::.ck::::::.nd 
y::.rd::::lm::.intcn::.ncc 

R c::::c::i rchl::.bor::ito ri c:::: 

Ro::id deicing opcr::ition::: (e. g . ro::id 
:::::alt) 

Ro::.d m::.intc n::,r,,:c depot,:: 

Scr::ip ::ind jYnky::ird:::: 
Stor::igc t::ink:::: ::ind pip-:::::: (:::iboYc 

I Qro1Jnd, below Qro 1Jnd, 1JndcrQro1Jndl 

H:::i;: ::irdo OJ ::: w::i:::tc m::in::igcmcnt Ynit ::: (e. g . 
l::indfill ::::, l::.nd trc::itmcnt ::arc::.:::, ,::yrf::i cc Anim::il b1Jri::il ::arc::.::: 
impondmcnt :::, w::i::::tc pile:::, incincr::itor:::, 

MYnkip::il lndncr::itor:::: 

MYnkip::ill::.ndfill:::: 

MYnkip::il w::.::: t c w::iter ::ind ::::ewer line,:: 

Op cnb1Jrning ::::itc:::: 

Recycling ::ind r cdYct io n f::i,:iliti c,:: 

Sto rmw::.t cr dr::.in::::, r et enti o n b::.::::in:::, 
tr::,r,,::fcr :::t::.tio n,:: 
St::. t c Confined F ceding Anim::.I Op er::.tion 
rcAFOl 

Anim::.I F co:::dlot:::: 

Chcmk::il ::ipplk::ition ( e.g . pc:::tkidc::::, ::ind 
f ertil i;:e r:::) 

Chcmk::.I St o r::.gc A re::i :::: 

lrrig::.tion 

M:::,nyr e ,::p re::iding ::ind pit ,:: 

The contaminant categoriesltypes are ranked from 1 (highes t potential to contaminate) to 5 (lowest potential to contaminate) 
Source: Indiana's Source 'water Assessment Plan, 1999, 21pp. 

Resideati~I (5) 

F1J cl :::to r::.gc :::y:::tcm::: 

F1Jrnit1Jrc ::ind wood :::tripper::: ::i nd 
rcfini ::::hcr :::: 

HoOJ::::chold h::.;:rdoOJ:::: prod1Jct:::: 

HoOJ::::chold l::.wn:::: (d,cmk::il 
::,ppli,:::,tionl 
Septic ::::y:::tcm:::, cc::::::pool::::, w::.to:::r 
,::ofto:::ncr ,:: 

Sewcrl Scpti,: Lin c,:: 

Swimming pool,:: ( e.g . chlorir.c) 
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Step 4: Determine the aquifer vulnerability using Figure 1, the ‘Aquifer Vulnerability Matrix’. 
The matrix determines system susceptibility based on the local geology and the well’s 
vulnerability to contamination based on the number, proximity and type of  PSC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The matrix is used for determining system susceptibility considering a) aquifer sensitivity based 
on local geology and b) the well’s vulnerability to contamination based on the number, type, and 
proximity of PSCs. The matrix illustrates that ‘low geologic sensitivity’ (BT > 30 feet) and ‘low 
contaminant vulnerability’ (PSCs = 0 to 5 and CT = 4,5) reflect very low/no aquifer vulnerability 
(AVI = 0). Similarly ‘high geologic sensitivity’ (BT = 0 to 15 feet) and ‘high contaminant 
vulnerability’ (PSCs > 20 and CT = 1) reflect high aquifer vulnerability (AVI = 1). The matrix 
demonstrates a gradient of increasing aquifer vulnerability from the top left hand cell of the 
matrix (AVI = 0) towards the bottom right hand cell (AVI = 1), and provides an effective means 
to summarize vulnerability assessments. 
 

Figure 1.  Aquifer Vulnerability Matrix 

Low 
Contaminant 
Vulnerability 

Moderate 
Contaminant 
Vulnerability 

High 
Contaminant 
Vulnerability 

Notes: 

Low 
Geologic 

Sensitivity 

BT> 30 feet 
PSCs = 0 - 5 

CT= 4, 5 
(AVI = 0) 

BT> 30 feet 
PSCs = 5 - 20 

CT= 2, 3 

BT> 30 feet 
PSCs > 20 

CT= 1 

Moderate 
Geologic 

Sensitivity 

BT = 15 - 30 feet 
PSCs = 0 - 5 

CT= 4, 5 

BT = 15 - 30 feet 
PSCs = 5 - 20 

CT= 2, 3 

BT = 15 - 30 feet 
PSCs > 20 

CT=l 

High 
Geologic 

Sensitivity 

BT = 0 - 15 feet 
PSCs = 0 - 5 

CT= 4, 5 

BT = 0 - 15 feet 
PSCs = 5 - 20 

CT= 2, 3 

BT = Barrier Thickness, thickness r~s selected based on confidence in level of protection. 

PS Cs = Number of potential contaminant sO"lll"Ces in the 5-year TOT zone. 
CT= Contaminant Type (Catego:ty 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 in Table 1) 

Barrier thickness r~s selected based on confidence in barrier ofutnbution and effectiveness . 
The PSC number r~s were selected based on cakuated average (mean) and standard 
deviation of number of PSCs observed in the 5-yr TOT zones provided in the ¥!HPPs . 
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Step 5: Calculate the  ‘Aquifer Vulnerability Index, AVI’ for each wellhead area using the 
following modus operandi: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 6: Classify the aquifer vulnerability based on the AVI as follows:  

Aquifer Vu lnerability Index (AVI) Calculations: 

(Spread:sheat E:xampl.e: for a g eologic barrier of 15 feet, No. of PSCs = 9. and type of PSC = agrCuhum l) 

Given: 
Geologic Sensitivity. Bam ·er Characterization~--~ 
Geologic Factor, W 1 = ~I ___ J 

note: W 1 = 
W,= 
w,= 

Pot.ential Contamindnt Sources Number 
PSC No. Factor. W2= 

note: W2 = 
w, = 
w, = 

1 

0 

0.5 

0.5 

0 

0.5 

Ir-FUT 

(BT > 3 0 feet) 

(BT = 15-W feet) 

(BT= Q. 15 feet) 

Ir-FUT 

(PSC No. = 0 - 5) 
(PSC No. = 5 - 20) 

(PSC No. > 20) 

(Note: Count all residential sewers as ccntributing to PSC No. = 1: oount all residen tial sei:tics/se-wers as contributW'I 

Pot.ential Contamin~ult Sources Characterizatio,.n._ __ , 
PSC Type Factor. W3 = I 0.5 
(Refer toTable1 ) note: w,= 

w,= 
w,= 

0 

0.5 

Ir-FUT 

(CT = 4 . 5: a gricul ural. residential) 

(CT= 2. 3: oommarcisl. waste management) 

(CT= 1; ind ustrial) 

Ass...-nptions: Weiglting Factor for geologic b3rr8r. a 1 = 0.6 Ir-FUT 

Cslculstions: 

Rating: 

Notes: 

(llote: A thi:k gcdogii:; a--ier is gi-ffl .-.one v.l'!iopl.-.p ;ff CCOlpl«'d b 
no,bw n.mlta-ef PSOJ, sira, PSC h•- ~ polclllid' to he,- lrih llimo.) 

Weiglting Factor for PSC No .. a 2 = 

WeiqltinQ Factor for PSC Tvpe. a, = 

0.2 

0.2 

Ir-FUT 

Ir-FUT 

Aquifer Vulnerabi lity Index. AVI = (<It W, + a2 W2+a3 W,) 

AVI Range 

0 < AVI < 0.25 
0.25 < AVl < 0.75 
0.75 < AVI < 1 

AVI = 0.80 OUTPUT 

Aquifer Vulnerability 
LOW 

lolOD£RATI: 

UIGII 

(]n Ur abO\-c ~'lqllc. A V J= 0.5. wb.ich 9i\')ll)d be l"OO::idcreil a U I GII Aqtti fcr Vul• cmbility. 

8T = Barrier Th Ckrless 
PSC No. = N umber of pctential oontamina,_ souroes in the >year TOT zone 

CT= Contamina nt Type (category) 

Date of l ast Spreadsheet Modificslio n: 09108/03 

Spread shes:I Autho r: Le ena A Lot he and John A. Mundell. M UNDELL & ASSOClA TES. INC. 
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AVI Range Aquifer Vulnerability 

0 < AVI < 0.25 Low 
0.25 < AVI < 0.75 Moderate 

0.75 < AVI <1 High 
 
Step 7: Summarize the aquifer vulnerability and AVI data for each CPWSS, and rank utilities 
accordingly (i.e., low, moderate, or high aquifer vulnerability). 
 

 
Weighting Factor Assignment 

 
The weight given to the various factors is dependent on specific preferences of the evaluating 
entity. A thick geologic barrier might be given more weight as compared to no/low number of 
PSCs, since the number of PSCs have the potential to change with time. A thick geologic barrier 
indicates a lower aquifer vulnerability irrespective of the number or type of PSCs. On the other 
hand, a thin or no barrier thickness indicates a high aquifer vulnerability, even if there is a low 
number of PSCs.   These factors can be taken into account by weighting them to calculate the 
AVI.  For the protocol recommended, the following weights were used: 
 

Weighting Factor for geologic barrier, α1   = 0.6 
Weighting Factor for PSC No., α2   = 0.2 
Weighting Factor for PSC Type, α3   = 0.2 

 
 

Example Aquifer Vulnerability Calculations 
 
To provide a demonstration of the methodology proposed, three examples of actual utility 
systems will be provided that covered the range of low to high aquifer vulnerability.   
 
Town A has 35 to 40 feet of clay above the production well screened interval, and 2 potential 
sources of contamination (PSCs) within the 5-year time of travel (TOT) zone. The type of PSCs 
are predominantly industrial, and the town is on a septic system. 
 

1. As per the geologic sensitivity-barrier characterization, in this case, the geologic factor 
‘W1’ = 0 since the Barrier Thickness, BT > 30 feet.   

 
2. The PSC No. Factor ‘W2’= 0 , since PSC No. = 0 to  5. Note that all residential sewers 

count as contributing to PSC No. = 1. 
 

3. The PSC Type Factor, ‘W3’ = 1 , since CT = 1; industrial. 
 
Then, AVI  = (α1 W1 + α2 W2 + α3 W3) = (0.6(0) + 0.2(0) + 0.2(1) = 0.2.  This categorizes the 
system as having a ‘low’ vulnerability. 
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Town B has 25 to30 feet of clay above the well intake, and 23 PSCs within the 5-year TOT.  The 
type of PSCs are predominantly industrial, and the town is on a sewer system. 
 

1. As per the geologic sensitivity-barrier characterization, the geologic factor ‘W1’ = 0.5, 
since the BT = 15 - 30 feet.   

 
2. The PSC No. Factor ‘W2’= 1, since PSC No. > 20.  

 
3. The PSC Type Factor, ‘W3’ = 1, since CT = 1; industrial. 

 
Then, AVI  = (0.6(0.5) + 0.2(1) + 0.2(1)) = 0.7. Therefore, the system has a ‘moderate’ 
vulnerability. 
 
Town C has 0 feet of overlying clay, and 16 PSCs within the 5-year TOT zone. The type of 
PSCs are predominantly industrial, and the town was on a sewer system. 
 

4. As per the geologic sensitivity-barrier characterization, the geologic factor ‘W1’ = 1, 
since BT = 0 to 15 feet.   

 
5. The PSC No. Factor ‘W2’= 0.5 , since PSC No. = 5 to 20. 

 
6. The PSC Type Factor, ‘W3’ = 1 , since CT = 1; industrial. 

 
AVI = (0.6)(1) + 0.2 (0.5) + 0.2 (1) = 0.9.  Therefore, the system is rated as one with a 
‘high’vulnerability. 
 
 

Conclusions 
 

The proposed aquifer vulnerability ranking protocol has proven to be an effective, flexible tool 
for providing an objective, semi-quantitative relative ranking system for utility systems using 
limited data available in most wellfield protection plans.  The use of both an Aquifer 
Vulnerability Index (AVI) and an Aquifer Vulnerability Matrix allows a technically sound 
framework within which wellfield ranking can help guide the local decision-making of  
governmental agencies in developing strategies for the management of the public water supply, 
whether it be through stronger institutional controls, the passage of local ordinances, or 
concerted educational programs for citizens and businesses. 
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